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Although these engines differed significantly from the Evolution engine , which in turn was
derived from the series of single camshaft , overhead valve motors that were first released in ,
they share a number of characteristics with nearly all previous Harley-Davidson engines. The
crankshafts have a single pin with a knife and fork arrangement for the connecting rods. These
are sandwiched between a pair of flywheels. The Twin Cam was the second engine from
Harley-Davidson to use two cams to drive the valvetrain, the first being the JDH racing model
introduced in The Twin Cam 88 was released for the model year in September The Twin Cam
initially was not used in the Softail model family before the year This was due to the chassis
design and vibration transfer to the Softail frame as a result of the direct hard mounting of the
engine. Dyna models are "rubber mounted", damping the majority of vibration transfer to the
frame and rider. Another reason was that the engine and transmission on a Twin Cam are
directly bolted but are still separate units to each other, with the chassis seat post on a Softail
getting in the way of a Twin Cam transmission case. As the company determined that a
rubber-mounted Softail would affect the line's visual styling, Harley solved the issue by
designing an engine variant known as Twin Cam 88B. It is possible, however, to mount a regular
Twin Cam motor to a pre Softail or any chassis that accepts an Evolution engine through
third-party adapters. The engine design differed considerably from its predecessor the "Evo"
although it shared some design elements with the Sportster line. The 88 represents the
displacement in cubic inches of the standard engine. The bore is 3. The Twin Cam 96 displaces
Development of the Twin Cam started in the early s, as Harley sought to address problems
affecting the previous Evolution engine, particularly structural weaknesses within the
crankcase, oil circulation and leakages. The Twin Cam only shared 18 parts with its
predecessor, as almost all of the components were unique to the engine. As the name implies,
the engine uses two chain-driven cams, to comply with EPA noise regulations. The drivetrain
was reinforced through a mounting scheme called the "Revised Rear Interface", allowing the
transmission case to be mounted directly to the rear of the engine, with the primary drive and
clutch covers playing less of a structural role; this was also partly the reason for Softails not
initially receiving a Twin Cam for the model year. The early prototype Twin Cam engines had
considerable trouble with the oiling system. These problems delayed release of the engine as
scheduled for the model year. When the engines were run, oil came out any gasketed joint as
well as the breather. Due to airflow through ports in the crankcase wall, the cam case was not
draining properly. After much testing, the solution was to seal the cam case from the crankcase
and use a dual scavenge system, which was incorporated into the engine, rather than as an
outboard pump as used on older Big Twins since the original Knucklehead. However, oil was
still not scavenging properly from the crankcase, and this was traced to an acoustic
phenomenon due to the caliber of the scavenge inlet. Restricting the diameter of the inlet, a
counter-intuitive solution, solved that problem. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. William
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twin-gerotor. Connected directly to the right side pinion shaft. This pump is more efficient,
maintains a higher pressure and larger volume. One per cylinder, each with 2 lobes. This allows
the push rods to be better aligned with the rocker arms. Silent chain. This change was reported
as necessary to meet EPA noise requirements. Many users installed aftermarket gear driven
replacements to increase timing accuracy [10] and to avoid cam chain tensioner wear. Below
and behind the transmission assembly except Softails, which are same as noted for the Evo.
Wasted spark both plugs fire at the same time. The ignition system uses single coil. Also
air-cooled. Increased cooling fin areas and an oil jet that sprays the bottom of the pistons
provide additional cooling capability. Back to Sportster History Index. Table of Contents
Sportster. Fuel System: Carburetor - 40 mm constant velocity with enrichener and accelerator
pump. Final Drive Transmission Sprocket: 27 Teeth 7. Engine Torque:Torque: 53 ft-lb 4, rpm
Horsepower: 66 5, rpm Final Drive Transmission Sprocket: 29 Teeth Engine Torque:Torque: 72
ft-lb 4, rpm Compression Ratio: Gear Ratios overall Domestic Engine Torque:Torque: 76 ft-lb 4,
rpm See: Evolution Engine Oil Cycle. All Models Clutch:. Front - Cast- Tubeless:. Though the
chassis is the same as those used in the first of the S models, you can immediately identify a
'98 Sport because of its two-spark-plugs-per-cylinder heads and the unique finishes chosen for
the engine. The gray spark leads of the dual-plug system are just the tip of the ignition system
iceberg. The entire system is new. There is also a diagnostics hook-up to assist Harley
technicians with troubleshooting. In addition to the high-tech electronics, the Sportster S

benefits from a point more compression a Harley says that the changes boost the 's torque by
an average of 15 percent throughout the range and almost 10 percent 78 versus 71 foot-pounds
at rpm. All '98 Sportsters have a more efficient oil pump to improve scavenging from the dry
sump. Running the quarter-mile in The Sport also feels stronger and slightly more responsive at
all rpm, and is most improved at the normal operating rpm. You can feed it full throttle at rpm
without lugging, and it will pull to rpm. However, the engine's mechanical capabilities limit
high-rpm operation less than the rider's tolerance for vibration. By rpm, the shaking, particularly
through the short handlebar, is pretty uncomfortable. On the road, you're massaged with a
low-frequency shake of moderate amplitude at 55 mph, but the speed and power of the vibration
begin to infringe on comfort by 65 mph and make it downright unpleasant by 75 mph. The riding
position is also unique. With its narrow, low-rise handlebar and footpegs set at the height of a
sportbike but further forward, the rider's posture doesn't fall into any typical categories. Most
said they wanted the pegs lower or further rearward. The special saddle does afford a bit more
room than the last Sporty we sampled. Though narrow and not endowed with lots of padding,
the saddle is acceptable for a couple of hours without a pause. Gear changes were smoother
and quieter than those of any Harley we have ever tested, and good by any standard. The throw
is short and engagement positive. The clutch also performed well. Besides the usual adjustment
for spring preload at the rear, the S offers adjustments for spring preload up front and damping
resistance at both ends, both for compression and extension. The piggyback-style reservoir
shocks and 39mm cartridge fork are same ones used on previous XL Sports. On smooth roads,
it's possible to set up the suspension to minimize pitching movements when you apply and
remove cornering and braking loads. With damping resistance turned up, the Sport becomes
very stable while charging corners. Combined with steering geometry that's designed for
stability and slow, deliberate steering, this makes the bike ultra-steady in smooth corners, even
very fast ones. However, we couldn't find a setting that provided a smooth ride over
sharp-edged bumps or big bumps. Dialing back the damping resistance helped, but with limited
travel it simply can't handle every road irregularity with aplomb. The brakes get Harley's usual
single-piston calipers, but there are two up front, and a strong squeeze can generate impressive
deceleration, at least by cruiser standards. You can use either end's brakes confidently without
fear of unwanted lock-up. Styling: Though the Sport's '98 color palette is limited to black, the
blacked-out treatment extends to many unique corners, including the mirrors, headlight
eyebrow, handlebar, and rear fender rails. The engine has a variety of complementary finishes
that also make it distinctive. The racing-style saddle and checkered-flag tank logo distinguish
the Sport from any other machine. Though the vibration would make us reluctant to choose it
for long-distance rides, Harley Sportster Sport provides more punch around town than other
H-Ds and can provide hours of pleasure on winding roads. Its distinctive styling makes it a
natural choice for riders who like the brand but don't want a me-too Harley cruiser. This website
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Listings , Accepts Offers 53, Auction Buy It Now , Item Location. US Only. North America.
Delivery Options. Free International Shipping. Show only. Free Returns. Returns Accepted.
Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. Authenticity Guarantee. More filters Any Free
International Shipping. Gallery View Customize. Category Harley-Davidson Softail - apply
Category filter. Harley-Davidson Touring - apply Category filter. Other Harley-Davidson
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- apply Category filter. Buy It Now. Free returns. Almost gone. Leave feedback about your eBay
search experience - opens in new window or tab. This page was last updated: Feb Number of
bids and bid amounts may be slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping
options and costs. Make Harley-Davidson. Everything is matched for the 95th. Fully
reconditioned by a Harley certified technician. Runs incredibly well. They don't make 'em like
this anymore. Come see it today! Finance available. Make Harley Davidson. Our Professional
Sales Staff is ready to help you in anyway. Hassle-Free Financing is Available. All Trades are
Welcome. Test Ride Today!!! Great Condition! Must See! This is number of made worldwide. It is

fully loaded with every chrome accessory you could ever want. It comes with the original dark
red trim basket weave saddlebags and seats, chrome springer front end, chrome spoke wheels,
wide whitewall tires, etc. It also has a ton of HD accessories including: chrome passenger
floorboards, chrome front fender rails, chrome front axle covers, 95th passenger backrest, 95th
quick release tinted windshield, chrome highway bars and pegs, dark red trim mudflaps, etc. It
has all the 95th Anniversary chrome covers, front fender medallion, windshield, passenger
backrest, etc. Since this is a numbered 95th Anniversary bike it will only go up in value. Call or
Text JD at during or after hours for assistance!! The vehicle is Black with a Not Specified
interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is available. The last year for the EVO engine.
Only 95th anniversary editions produced. If have questions do not hesitate to contact me:
Vince. Stewart87 outlook. Grants Pass, OR. Rocky Ford, CO. Davis, CA. Carthagena, OH.
Fairbury, IL. Mill Valley, CA. Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles
for Sale Flsts. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. ZIP Code. Year
minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Make
Harley-Davidson. Model Sportster. Local pick up only, cash. Only endorsed riders to test ride.
Has forward controls on it. I have original exhaust tank and handle bars. They go with the bike.
Only box "a" documented miles before it was built. Bike has only been test driven since we
finished building Includes original Harley Sportster V. Needs nothing, Ride it anywhere! For
shipping quotes, check forwardair. Beautiful Harley! Needs nothing. Ready to get on and ride.
Starts, warms up, idles and runs just perfect! Sounds awesome. Well maintained. Newer rear
tire, good front tire. Nice highway cruiser. Has the large bike tank, with speedometer in tank
console, and bigger bike Harley decal. Always mistaken for a bigger Harley from near and far.
Ride with the big boys with this one! Very respectable Sporty. You sit real nice and low in it,
because it's the factory lowered "Hugger" model. Looks great parked among those Softails!!
Bike comes with the "bigger" saddlebags pictured. Also windshield and other extras. Model
XLH - Sportster Make Harley Davidson. To view that information, please click on the "view
website" link in the details section below. Most of our bikes are sold fully serviced, detailed and
have a nationwide warranty of up to days. And yes, we also take trades! Give our sales team a
call today - or fill out the contact form below. Model Softail Custom. Only 14, Miles. Several
great extras are already on this bike.
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Come down and test ride today. Dealer built. Custom Wheels, Chrome, Chrome and more
Chrome!! Paint and body is 9 out of Too many upgrades to list here! Very Collectable!! Must
see!! Please call or text Lou Domenech for details or to schedule a test ride!! Absolutely
beautiful, very low mileage example of one of Harley's most desirable year and badge
anniversary editions. This bike was originally a dealer build right here in Model Softail Deluxe.
New for are adjustable fairing-mounted wind deflectors that allow the rider to direct ventilation
to the seating areas for enhanced comfort. Day Heights, OH. Alamo Heights, TX. Davis, CA.
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